
#41443, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, A BLOK

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 57 m² €650 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 1 0 1 0 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

1 1 1

Attractive apartment housed in a new residential complex A Block. Positioned within only a few minute walking distance from

Delta city shopping center and Belville residential complex. Location well connected to highway inclusion, as well as Dedinje and

Senjak through Ada bridge. Tastefully designed, luxurious surrounding, with plenty of green surfaces and marked parking which

is free. There are several shops and cafes in the vicinity, as well as a promenade. The apartment is housed on the first floor, it is

oriented toward the inner side of the complex and isolated from noise. It features a smaller entrance hallway, which leads into

the living room connected to a fully equipped modern kitchen. Kitchen is visually separated by a bar/kitchen counter. This room

has access to a terrace, facing the back side of the building. The apartment has one bedroom equipped with built-in closets.

Bathroom has a spacious bathtub with shower and a washing machine. The apartment is fully equipped with new, modern

furniture. In building's basement there is one garage space at disposal for tenants, suitable for larger vehicle. The garage, as well

as the building itself are under video surveillance. The apartment is suitable for one person, a couple or a smaller family with one

child.
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